
Clover mixtures

As with grass, each clover variety has its
own unique characteristics and growth
pattern. As a result, a mixture of clovers
provides a higher success rate at
establishment and guarantees a longer
lifespan. It also combines the different
feed value properties of clover.

Silage
Grazing

Characteristics
Nitrogen binding

Persistence

Competitiveness (aggressive)

Winter hardiness

Dry matter yield
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Duet - Red/white clover blend

Red and white clover blend

•Guaranteed success with Yellow Jacket
Nitrogenerator

•Ideal in combination with little fertilisation
•Fertile soil
•Tips for successful cultivation

Give your hay fields a massive boost of nitrogen with Duet, the clover mixture. The red clover in Duet is
a true nitrogen binder, with a capacity of up to 350 kg of nitrogen per hectare. The white clover in the
mixture is a stabilising factor, which ensures you can enjoy your grass clover hay field for years to
come. Duet is your solution for easily producing a tasty protein-rich crop with little need for fertiliser.
 
Guaranteed success with Guaranteed success with Guaranteed success with Guaranteed success with YellowYellowYellowYellow JacketJacketJacketJacket NitrogeneratorNitrogeneratorNitrogeneratorNitrogenerator®®®®

Duet seeds are enriched with Yellow Jacket Nitrogenerator®, to get the germinating seeds off to a flying
start. The appropriate rhizobium bacteria for this clover are added to Yellow Jacket, so you can be sure
your clover binds the maximum amount of nitrogen. You can see the results in crop yields and soil
fertility. The fine clover seed is also easier to sow due to the layer with Yellow Jacket Nitrogenerator®. 
 
Ideal in combination with little fertilisationIdeal in combination with little fertilisationIdeal in combination with little fertilisationIdeal in combination with little fertilisation
Duet is the solution for hay fields that are not getting enough nitrogen due to the strict fertiliser
legislation. The clover in Duet binds so much nitrogen, that the grass also benefits from it. In addition, the
long tap roots of red clover absorb phosphate and water from deeper layers in the soil. Duet will
provide you with an excellent yield of tasty and protein-rich forage from your own land, with a lower
dose of fertiliser. 
 
Fertile soilFertile soilFertile soilFertile soil
Duet also benefits the soil. The crop can withstand drought better, and it improves the soil structure. This
has a long-term positive impact on soil life and soil fertility.
 
Tips for successful cultivationTips for successful cultivationTips for successful cultivationTips for successful cultivation
Increase your success with the following tips: 
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•Sow Duet no deeper than 0.5 cm
•Mix 8 kg Duet with 30 to 40 kg grass seed per hectare
•pH sandy soil minimum 5.2 / clay soil minimum 6.5
•Sow grass with red clover, preferably at the end of summer
•In the spring, distribute a maximum of 100 kilos of N per hectare divided over the first and second

cut
•Maintain a longer interval between cutting than you would with grass only
•Maintain a height of at least 7 cm when cutting
•Limit vehicle movements on your grass-clover fields, and leave the plot well alone when its wet

Specifications
Add Duet to the grass mixture 8 - 10 kg/ha
Sowing depth 0.5 - 1.0 cm
Seed into warm soil -

Composition
70% Red clover
30% White clover - large-leaved


